
No. Area Recommendation

55

Commercial 

Dispute

Resolution 

Enablers

Establish a specialized division/bench under the High Court to hear commercial disputes

56
Establish specialized commercial courts (in major towns/cluster of district so as to cover the whole State) to hear and 

resolve the commercial disputes

57 Ensure at least 90% of the vacancies in District courts/Commercial courts been filled up

58

Ensure that the time standards for commercial disputes are adhered for the following key court events: 

i.          First hearing;

ii.         Filing of the statement of defense; 

iii.       Completion of the evidence period; 

iv.       Filing of testimony by expert; and

v.        Submission of the final judgment

59 Limit the maximum number of adjournments that can be granted in a commercial disputes

60 Limit the adjournments to unforeseen and exceptional circumstances

61 Merge  payment  of  court  fees  and  process  fees  into   a  single transaction/procedure

62
Publish model commercial contract templates in public domain in downloadable and editable format along with instructions 

to use them
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63

Paper-less 

Courts

Design and implement a system to allow for e-filing for commercial disputes in Commercial courts

64 Design   and   implement   a   system   to   allow   for   e-summons   for commercial disputes in Commercial courts

65 Design and implement a system to allow for publishing e-cause lists for commercial disputes in Commercial courts

66
Design and implement a system to allow for e-payments for court fees and process fees for Commercial disputes in 

Commercial courts

67 Design and implement a system to allow for issuing digitally signed court orders in Commercial courts

396

Registration of 

Partnership

firms

Publish information about the procedure and a comprehensive list of documents required on the Department’s web site

397 Define clear timelines mandated through legislation for approval of complete application

398
Design and implement a system that allows online application, payment, tracking and monitoring without the need for a 

physical touch point for document submission and verification

399 Ensure that the system allows users to download the final signed approval certificate from the online portal.

400 Allow third parties to easily verify approval certificates in the public domain of at least past two years
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401

Registration of 

Societies

Publish information about the procedure and a comprehensive list of documents required on the 

Department’s web site

402 Define clear timelines mandated through legislation for approval of complete application

403
Design and implement a system that allows online application, payment, tracking and monitoring without the need for a 

physical touch point for document submission and verification

404 Ensure that the system allows users to download the final signed approval certificate from the online portal.

405 Allow third parties to easily verify approval certificates in the public domain of at least past two years
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